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Relevance soft QCD measurements at the LHC
Intriguing tests of our understanding of QCD:

I Perturbative MPI interaction, alternative evolution equations and factorisation schemes, ...

Importance of good modelling soft QCD aspects of hadron collisions:
I Probing parton distribution functions, modelling initial state of heavy ion collisions
I Modelling of backgrounds for electroweak analyses, searches, etc.

→ Measurements of QCD phenomena crucial for success of ongoing LHC measurements and
R&D for future projects, for example ATLAS and CMS detector upgrades for HL-LHC

Latest result of ATLAS and CMS collaboration
ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV. Phys. Lett. B 790
(2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2
CMS: Evidence for WW production from double-parton interactions in proton-proton collisions
at
√

s = 13 TeV CMS PAS SMP-18-015
CMS: Note on new generator tunes GEN-17-001
CMS: two results with very forward CASTOR calorimeter:

I Measurement of the energy density as a function of pseudorapidity in proton-proton collisions at
√

s=
13 TeV, arXiv:1812.04095

I Measurement of inclusive very forward jet cross section in p+Pb at
√

sNN = 5 TeV. arXiv:1812.01691

Backup: references to new results on exclusive production: FSQ-16-007, FSQ-13-009.
Diffractive dijet study: FSQ-12-033
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Double parton scattering (DPS)

MPI interactions at the LHC
DPS: simplest multi-parton interaction

LHC energies: MPI reactions become perturbative

DPS: simultaneous hard interaction of two parton pairs in a
hadron collision. Simplest MIP reaction

May measure in various channels

DPS scattering in hadronic
interaction

DPS phenomenology

Assuming no trans. or longi. parton correlations: σDPS
AB factorises as:

σDPS
AB = k

2 ·
σA×σB
σeff

I k : symmetry factor
I σA,B : Single parton cross sections (SPS)
I σeff : effective overlap area between hadrons. Assumed process and

√
s-independent!

May express σeff in terms of fraction fDPS of inclusive cross section for final state

In case of four charged leptons in final state (use fdpsσ
4l = σDPS

AB )

σeff = 2
k

1
fDPS

σA
2lσ

B
2l

σ4l
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Double parton scattering (DPS)

Relevance DPS measurements
Test longitudinal and transversal parton correlations in the proton. Is σeff really universal?

Relation to collective behaviour in high multiplicity p+Pb and p+p LHC collisions

Background to a.o. SUSY and Higgs processes at LHC

Status
Generally, many tests in various channels and various

√
s performed at LHC

Factorisation hypothesis holds, except for DPS vector meson production
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Signal extraction
Simultaneous Drell-Yan production with four leptons final state

Particular relevant as background to Higgs in four lepton decays
Define four observables with distinct signature DPS signal w.r.t.
background (similar to four jet DPS study):

I ∆pt,ij =
| ~pt,i +~pt,j |
pt,i +pt,j

∆yi,j = |yi − yj |
I ∆φi,j = |φi − φj | ∆ijkm = |φi+j − φk+m|
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Signal extraction
Signal extraction: feed 21 observables to
Artificial Neural Network
ANN output displayed right. ANN efficient
for distinguishing DPS contribution
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Conclusion DPS contribution four lepton final state

Conclusions
Quantify DPS contribution
fDPS =

NDPS,4l
NSPS,4l +NDPS,4l

fDPS consistent with 0. Determine upper
limit: fDPS ≤ 0.042 (95% CL)
Turn into lower limit in σeff . Input:

I σ4l , from arXiv:1509.07844 see talk Louis
Helary

I Calc. k
2σAσB slightly complicated by

symmetry factor

Obtain estimate on detector and parton
level: σeff ≥ 1.0mb (95% CL)

New ATLAS result consistent with hypotheses DPS
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DPS in same sign WW production at 13 TeV SMP-18-015

DPS in same sign WW production
Important channel to test DPS predictions:

I W-decay provides exp. relatively clean signal
I Backgrounds well understood processes. WZ

production main background

Update: analysed 2016 + 2017 data (77 fb−1)

Multivariate analysis
Deploy 2 BDT’s:

I One for W+Z
I One for non-prompt leptons

Map both on 15-bin 2-D distribution

Used to fit signal

Performed for four flavour-sign categories separately

P1

P2

W±
W±
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DPS in same sign WW production at 13 TeV SMP-18-015

Results
Signal extracted in fiducial phase space for four
categories

Final number extrapolated to inclusive signal (i.e.
opposite sign as well)

Major uncertainty in cross section from uncertainty in
σeff

Signal obtained with Pythia 8 and factorised approach
from NNLO QCD and NLO EW inclusive W sample

σeff is extracted using measured cross section and
predicted inclusive W cross section

First evidence DPS in same sign WW production

Quantity Pythia8 factorized meas.
σ(pb) 1.92 0.87 1.41 ± 0.28 (stat) ± 0.28 (sys)
sign. 5.4 2.5 3.9
σeff - 20.7 12.75.0

−2.9
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New results in CMS using CASTOR

CASTOR	  
-‐6.6<η-‐5.2	  
14m	  from	  IP	  
1	  cm	  from	  
Beampipe	  

Birds eye view
CASTOR: very forward calorimeter of CMS.
Acceptance unique at LHC: −6.6 < η < −5.2

I CASTOR has no η segmentation..

Focus on two recent submitted results employing
CASTOR

I Preliminary result on "Measurement of the average very
forward energy as a function of the track multiplicity at
central rapidities in proton-proton collisions at

√
s = 13

TeV". Scheduled for DIS ’19

Overview papers, preliminary results and data sets in
backup
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Measurement of the energy density as a function of pseudorapidity in
proton-proton collisions at

√
s= 13 TeV, arXiv:1812.04095

Overview
Measurement of energy flow in 3.15 < |η| < 5.2 complemented with −6.6 < η < −5.2

Purpose: test models in phase-space relevant to Cosmic Ray physics, review limiting
fragmentation hypothesis

Definition energy flow: dE
dη = 1

Nevt.
∑

i Ei
c(η)
∆η

The correction factor c(η) transforms det. level measurement to particle level

Event generators
Pythia8 Comput. Phys.Commun. 191 (2015) 159

I Based on collinear factorisation, Lund string fragmentation and
I CUETP8M1, CUETP8S1 and Monash tunes. The CUETP8M1 and CUETP8S1 are tuned to UE data

LHC and Tevatron
I Pythia8 with MBR model: with 4C and CUETP8M1 tune.

EPOS-LHC and QGSJet. Cosmic Ray models. Combination of Regge-Gribov, perturbative
QCD and string fragmentation. Phys. Rev. C 92, 034906 (2015), Phys.Rev. D83 (2011)
014018
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Results

Limiting fragmentation
Limiting fragmentation predicts longitudinal scaling in terms of shifted η′ = η − ybeam

Measurement transversal energy density ET, defined ET = E · cosh(η)

Hypothesis predicts invariance of ET w.r.t. beam energy for η′ = 0

Plot measurement with results previous measurements. Results support limiting
fragmentation. Important results for Cosmic Ray physics!

Further results in backup
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CMS generator results, GEN-17-001

Comparing energy flow distribution
with Pythia tunes

Pythia tunes CUETp8M1, CP2, CP4, CP5

All tunes describe data reasonably well
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Measurement of inclusive very forward jet cross section in p+Pb at√
sNN = 5 TeV. arXiv:1812.01691

Forward low pt jets in CASTOR at CMS
In gluonic high density regime, expect
nonlinear g + g → g. Leads to saturation
gluon density

Onset nonlinear reactions indicated by
saturation scale

Analyse inclusive jet energy spectrum in
CASTOR in p+Pb collisions at√

sNN = 5TeV
→ Measurement potentially highly sensitive
to saturation. Circumvent adversities
interpretation previous analyses

First jet measurement of CASTOR jets
submitted to journal!
Results relevant for EIC, see talk Giuseppe
Bozzi
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The key result: the p+Pb spectrum. Probe ion glue with proton
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Saturation models
Katie KS:

I Measurement potentially highly sensitive to
saturation

I Normalisation off. Non-linear shape best

AAMQS prediction
I Underestimates data at low energies
I Shape appears too hard

Event generators
Hijing describes data well

EPOS and QGSJet too soft. At 2.5 TeV data
and QGSJet deviate by 2.5 orders of
magnitude!

Summary CASTOR jet study in CERN courier, link below:
castor-calorimetry-delves-into-gluon-saturation
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Summary

Conclusions status update soft QCD at ATLAS and CMS
Double parton scattering:

I ATLAS set limit on σeff in four charged lepton events at 8 TeV. σeff . ≥ 1 mb
I DPS assumptions not pressurised

CMS measurements using CASTOR:
I Energy flow at 13 TeV: confirms hypothesis limiting fragmentation
I First jet measurement using CASTOR in 5 TeV p+Pb collision submitted!

F Saturation models significantly underestimate data
F Model incorporating nuclear shadowing describes p+Pb spectrum

ATLAS soft QCD results and summaries can be found at: https://twiki.cern.ch/
twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/StandardModelPublicResults#Soft_QCD

CMS soft QCD results can be found at: hhttp://cms-results.web.cern.ch/
cms-results/public-results/publications/FSQ/index.html

CMS generator results can be found at: http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/
cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/GEN/index.html

Soft QCD at ATLAS and CMS...
ATLAS and CMS test soft QCD at the energy and luminosity frontier. Many interesting results

in pipeline. Stay tuned! Thanks for your attention! ...Questions?
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Appendix content

References to results not discussed in this presentation

Additional information ATLAS DPS DPS ZZ analysis

Additional information CMS same-sign WW DPS analysis

Generator comparisons to CMS DPS analysis in four-jet final state
CASTOR analyses:

I Data taking campaigns and results overview
I Additional results energy flow analysis
I CASTOR jet study: parton evolution, event generators, response matrix, Pb+p spectrum and ratio

Additional material generator tuning studies
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CMS results not discussed in this presentation

References to results not discussed in this presentation

FSQ-16-007: Measurement of exclusive ρ0(770) photoproduction in ultraperipheral pPb
collisions at

√
s =5.02 TeV

I arXiv:1902.01339

FSQ-16-006: Central exclusive production of π+π− in pp collisions at 5.02 and 13 TeV
I arXiv:1902.01339

FSQ-13-009: Measurement of exclusive Υ photoproduction from protons in pPb collisions at√
s =5.02 TeV
I arXiv:1809.11080

FSQ-12-033: Measurement of dijet production with a leading proton in proton-proton
collisions at

√
s=8 TeV

I http://cds.cern.ch/record/2638198
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Outline
20.2 fb−1 collected at 8 TeV.

Important: ZZ only via quark fusion. Many DPS results go via gluon fusion

Expect that DPS is 0.3% of total SPS 4 charged-lepton yield, see Measurements of
four-lepton production in pp collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV with the ATLAS detector

Signal and BG
Signal simulated using Pythia8 (LO)

After SPS processes, largest background Z + bb̄ and t t̄

Z + bb̄ and t t̄ normalised to data, others obtained from MC
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Backgrounds
Resonant

I qq̄ s-channel: at Z resonance
I qq̄ mainly above Z mass, peaks

at two times Z mass
I Higgs production through gluon

fusion

Non resonant:
I gluon fusion to two Z bosons
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Selection
Completely analogous to inclusive 4 charged lepton measurement

Require 2 SFOC pairs (same flavour opposite charge)

Require 80 < m2
4l < 1000 GeV. Pick m2 pair larger than 5 GeV to suppress J/psi contribution

Input distributions
DPS: Z bosons assumed uncorrelated and low pT

I DPS: leptons balanced in pT
I SPS: the Z bosons are balanced in pT
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Signal extraction
Signal extraction: feed 21 observables to Artificial
Neural Network
Certain backgrounds rescaled to enhance distinction
power

Samples split in training and validation sample

ANN output displayed right. ANN efficient for
distinguishing DPS contribution
Fit backgrounds plus signal to the DPS discriminant,
with profile likelihood fit.

Conversion to σeff : use measurement σ4l

k factor not entirely trivial

Further tests
Results on detector level. Test if maps onto parton level;

I Vary the fractions on parton level that input BDT
I Small systematic offset found, only 2%

Assumed no or weak correlations in Pythia (may introduce bias)

Test by overlaying uncorrelated sample from DY pairs

Good agreement found
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ATLAS: DPS contribution to inclusive four-lepton production at 8 TeV.
Phys. Lett. B 790 (2019) 595. arXiv:1811.11094v2

Result uncertainty
Systematics 20% from statistical ucertainty
Main systematic sources:

I Energy scale detector
I SPS modelling
I BG modelling. Z + bb̄ dominant

Further tests
Results on detector level. Test if maps onto parton level;

I Vary the fractions on parton level that input BDT
I Small systematic offset found, only 2%

Assumed no or weak correlations in Pythia (may introduce bias)

Test by overlaying uncorrelated sample from DY pairs

Good agreement found
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CMS same sign WW DPS analysis

Relevance
Observation allows test of factorisation approach, commonly used in generators
Angular correlations allow to test for non-trivial longitudinal parton correlations

I Note that angular info is used in BDT in current analysis..

Large variations in signal modelling in Pythia currently, 50%

Backgrounds
Single parton scatterings: may identify via jets. Suppressed also a matrix element level

Prompt WZ production dominant background. Differentiate via longitudinal boost

Furher Wγ, Zγ, WWW.

non-prompt background orders magn. larger than signal.
Experimental backgrounds:

I Charge misidentification (tau decay)
I non prompt lepton misindetification (heavy quarks)
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CMS same sign WW DPS analysis

Signal simulation
Pythia 8 with CUET (2017) and CP5 (2017) tune

Complemented with Herwig

Kinematic distributions match

Signal normalisation may fluctuate 50% with different tunes and UE, but shape unaffected

Multivariate analysis
Deploy 2 BDT’s:

I One for W+Z
I One for non-prompt leptons

Map both on 15-bin 2-D distribution

Used to fit signal

Performed for four flavour-sign categories separately
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CMS same sign WW DPS analysis

Multivariate analysis: discriminants

pl1
t and pl2

t

pmiss
t

η1η2: product of η of leptons

|ηη2|
mT ,(l1,pmiss

T ) transverse mass of leading lepton and pmiss
t

|∆φ(l1, l2)| azimuthal angle between leptons

|∆φ(l1, pmiss
t )| azimuthal angular separation between subleadig lepton and pmiss

t

|∆φ(ll, l2)| angle between dilepton system and subleading lepton

mT2ll . So-called "s-transverse mass". Leptons serve as two visible systems.
mT2ll = min[max(m1

T ,m
2
T )]
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CMS same sign WW DPS analysis

Systematic uncertainties
main sources: shape fit and normalisations

Non prompt leptons: 40% uncertainty

other backgrounds (i.e. excluding WZ): 50% uncertainty

Results
Measured in fiducial same sign

Final number extrapolated to inclusive signal (i.e. mixed charges allowed)

Major uncertainty in extraction from σeff

Signal obtained with Pythia 8 and factorised approach from NNLO QCD and NLO EW
inclusive W sample

σeff is extracted using measured cross section and predicted inclusive W cross section
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CMS generator results, GEN-17-001

Comparing DPS sensitive distribution
with Pythia tunes

Distribution ∆pt,ij =
| ~pt,i +~pt,j |
pt,i +pt,j

Pythia tunes CUETp8M1, CP2, CP4, CP5

CP2 tune describes central values better

CP4 slightly better than CP5
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Successful data taking campaigns with CASTOR:
Run I: p+p at 0.9, 2.76 and 7 TeV. Pb+Pb at 2.76 TeV. p+Pb at 5 TeV

Run II: p+p at 5 and 13 TeV. Pb+Pb at 5 TeV. p+Pb at 5 and 8 TeV

List of papers, submitted papers and prelim. results
Run I data analyses:

I Study of the underlying event at forward rapidity in pp collisions at
√

s=0.9,2.76, and 7 TeV: JHEP 04
(2013) 072

I Measurement of energy flow at large pseudorapidities in pp collisions at
√

s=0.9 and 7 TeV: JHEP 11
(2011) 148

I Measurement of diffractive dissociation cross sections in pp collisions at
√

s=7 TeV: Phys. Rev. D 92,
012003 (2015)

I Measurement of inclusive very forward jet cross sections in proton-lead collisions at
√

sNN =5 TeV:
arXiv:1812.01691. new!

I Measurement of the very forward inclusive jet cross section in pp collisions at
√

s =7 TeV:
CMS-PAS-FSQ-12-023

I η and centrality dependence of the forward energy density in PbPb collisions at
√

s=2.76 TeV:
CMS-PAS-HIN-12-006

Run II data analyses:
I Measurement of the inclusive energy spectrum in the very forward direction in proton-proton

collisions at
√

s=13 TeV: JHEP 08 (2017) 046
I Measurement of the inelastic proton-proton cross section at

√
s=13 TeV: JHEP 07 (2018) 161

I Measurement of the energy density as a function of pseudorapidity in proton-proton collisions at
√

s=
13 TeV: arXiv:1812.04095). new!

I Measurement of the very forward inclusive jet cross section in pp collisions at
√

s =13 TeV:
CMS-PAS-FSQ-15-005

I Under construction: The CASTOR very forward calorimeter of CMS (Run II performance)
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Definition observables, event categories, and systematics:

Energy Flow

Definition: dE
dη = 1

Nevt.
∑

i Ei
c(η)
∆η

The correction factor c(η) tansforms det. level measurement to particle level
I Accounts for pileup, noise, and correction detector to particle level

Systematic model dependence studied with 4 models

Event categories
Four event categories studied using Hadronic Forward (HF) detectors (3.15 < |η| < 5.2):

I Inelastic.
F Require maximal deposit HF >5 GeV
F Particle level: require ξ > 10−6

I Non-single diffractive (NSD).
F Fwd and bwd HF detectors both deposit >5 GeV
F Particle level: particle with E > 5 GeV in fwd and bwd HF acceptance

I Single diffractive (SD)
F Fwd (bwd) HF detector deposit > 5 GeV, veto bwd (fwd)
F Particle with E > 5 GeV in fwd (bwd) HF acceptance, veto bwd (fwd)

I Limiting fragmentation
F Fwd and bwd HF > 4 GeV
F Particle with E> 4 GeV in fwd and bwd HF acceptance

NB: (ξ is max of M2
x√
s
,

M2
y√
s
). Mx is mass system Fwd w.r.t. largest pseudorapidity gap)
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Results

Compare results to Cosmic Ray models (ratios only)
Observe none of Cosmic Ray models describe all data. Most pronounced at η = 4.5

Largest discepancies with SD measurement
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Results

Compare results to Pythia models (ratios only)
Observe CUETP8S1 is in full agreement with data

Measurement suggests different η-dependence w.r.t. generators

Note: MPI interactions amount for approx. 60% of energy flow for INEL and NSD-enhanced.
Observe SD rather insensitive
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Measurement of inclusive very forward jet cross section in p+Pb at√
sNN = 5 TeV. arXiv:1812.01691

Signals of nonlinear QCD
At very small momentum fractions x transition from dilute to
dense medium. Nonlinear QCD behaviour expected

I Relevant to cosmic-ray and heavy ion physics

Saturation scale: Q2
s (x) ≈ αsxg(x,Q2

s )

πR2
had.

I Geometric interpretation: gluons with area r2 ≈ 1/Q2 "fill up" the
hadron area. Fusion reactions (gg → g) expected when overlap
occurs

Saturation scale in ion ≈ N1/3 larger than proton, ≈ 6 for lead

Forward low pt jets in CASTOR at CMS
CMS equiped with CASTOR calorimeter:

I measure jets with pT ≥ 3 GeV in −6.6 ≤ η ≤ −5.2
→ Unique at LHC!

Analyse inclusive jet energy spectrum in CASTOR in p+Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 5TeV

→ Measurement potentially highly sensitive to saturation.
Circumvent adversities interpretation previous analyses

First jet measurement of CASTOR jets submitted to journal!
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Strategy towards interpreting the data

Two saturation models using Hybrid factorisation:
Hybrid factorisation for forward production

I Hard parton via collinear factorisation and DGLAP evolution
I Soft parton via unintegrated pdf and rcBK equation (linear and

nonlinear)

AAMQS: model soft updf with Colour Glass Condensate
assumptions Phys. Rev. D 94 (2016) 054004
Katie KS

I Use Katie program for offshell matrix elements Comput. Phys.
Commun. 224 (2018) 371

I Interfaced with Kutak-Sapeta linear and nonlinear updfs. Evolve
with extended BFKL and rcBK equation Phys. Rev. D 86 (2012)
094043

Other event generators:
Hijing. Applies DGLAP parton evolution via Pythia. Shadowing
implemented via suppression of nuclear gluon pdf. Suppressed
with fit to nuclear sea quark DIS data
Comput.Phys.Commun.83:307,1994
EPOS and QGSJetII_04; Cosmic Ray models.
Phenomenological implementations of saturation

Nuclear modification of
structure function from nuclear
DIS data used by Hijing. Phys.
Lett. B 202, 603 (1988), ibid.
211, 493 (1988)
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Source of systematic uncertainty

Sources of sys.uncertainty (by
magnitude):

CASTOR energy scale: 15% uncertainty

Model uncertainty

Alignment CASTOR known within 2 mm

Calibration procedure

Luminosity

Consequences jet matching procedure
For CASTOR, can only match jets in φ
Two profound consequences:

I Broad response matrix→ need regularised
unfolding

I Large mis and fake fractions→ substantial
model dependence unfolding procedure

NB: unfolding needs 100 (p+Pb) and 720
(Pb+p) Bayesian iterations

Matched

CASTOR jet

η outside CASTOR

∆φ > 0.5
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The unfolded Pb+p spectrum

Observations
Jet algorithm picks contributions beam remnant

Large sys. uncertainty

EPOS and Hijing describe shape data reasonably well but norm is off. QGSJet worst
description data
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The unfolded ratio p+Pb/Pb+p

Data-driven interpretation hard
Divide results from different cms-frame
acceptance

Ion debris and nuclear effects distort
picture

Optimal resolution
Scale uncertainty partially cancels

Hijing describes shape well but norm
off, due to Pb+p

EPOS and QGSJet have wrong shape,
partially describe data
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Next steps/discussion

Models
Discrepancy between AAMQS and Katie non-linear predictions need clarification

I Dipole amplitude vs offshell matrix elements, effect MPI, hadronisation method, ...

Shadowing:
I Currently implemented via fit to data in Hijing
I Estimate of magnitude effect important

Data-driven conclusion desirable but not straightforward!
Jets in CASTOR in p+Pb suffer from boost. Can’t correct
Logical next steps (input welcome!)

I Analyse 5 TeV p+p reference run
I Study centrality dependence (different dependence shadowing/saturation?)
I Study of dijets and correlation may enhance sensitivity
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CMS generator results, GEN-17-001

CMS created new set Pythia tunes
Tuned to CMS underlying event data at 13 TeV

I Chraged particle density and pT sum in trans-min and trans-max regions
I As function of pT (via leading charged particle) of hard interaction and pseudorapidity

Pythia8 tunes CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5
Fitted using following inputs:

I CP1: NNPDF31 PDF set at LO
I CP2: NNPDF31 PDF set at LO, different MPI, ISR, FSR
I CP3: NNPDF31 PDF set at NLO
I CP4: NNPDF31 PDF set at LO, different MPI, ISR, FSR
I CP5: same settings as CP4, but different ISR emissions; ordered according to their rapidity.
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CMS generator results, GEN-17-001

Comparing energy flow distribution
with Pythia tunes

Pythia tunes CUETp8M1, CP2, CP4, CP5

All tunes describe data reasonably well
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